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Abstract

This thesis presents a study on the new FE-I4 read-out chip of the ATLAS Pixel Detector.
The first sections describe the functionality of semiconductor detectors in general and of
the ATLAS Pixel Detector in particular. For the acquisition of data, the USBpix test sys-
tem was utilized. The analysis consists of two parts. The first refers to the tuning of the
analogue amplification part and the digitization process on the chip in order to obtain a
homogeneous response. A proposal for an automated tuning strategy that determines the
optimal configuration of the chip parameters PrmpVbpf and FdacVbn was successfully
developed and is presented here. The second part deals with time-walk effects and the de-
termination of the in-time threshold. The accuracy of the preceding t0-scan was increased
by implementing an alternative linear fit routine for data sets that cannot be fitted with an
S-curve.
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1. Introduction

Particle physics examines the constituents of matter and how they interact in order to find
the elementary particles which the world and the universe consist of. The standard model
of particle physics describes leptons, quarks, the four gauge bosons and the Higgs-Boson.
Except for the Higgs-Boson, all of the standard model particles have been detected in
various high energy physics experiments.
The search for the Higgs-Boson is one of the main tasks of the LHC1 at CERN2. The LHC
is a synchrotron storage ring which is designed for the collision of two proton beams at
a maximum centre of mass energy of 14 TeV [1]. It is situated in a 27 km long tunnel
that was dug for LEP3, the previous accelerator at CERN. In the coming years the design
luminosity4 of 1.0 · 1034 cm−2s−1 [1] is expected to be reached.
Another important task of the LHC is the search for new physics beyond the standard
model. While most of the processes that occur on earth can be described by the standard
model, astronomical observations suggest the existence of as yet unknown kinds of matter
or interaction mechanisms. For hypothetic theories beyond the standard model the LHC
may provide new results.
For the detection of the collision products there are several experiments installed at the
collision points – among which A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE), A Toroidal
LHC ApparatuS (ATLAS), Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) and Large Hadron Collider
beauty (LHCb) are the best known.
The ATLAS Detector [2] is a nearly hermetic5 general-purpose detector. It consists of
different subsystems: the Inner Detector for high resolution tracking of charged particles,
a calorimeter system to measure the particle’s energy and muon chambers in the outermost
layer for the detection of muons. The detector covers almost 4π of the solid angle around
the interaction point in order to detect all particles produced in the collision, except for

1Large Hadron Collider
2Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire
3Large Electron-Positron Collider
4The luminosity gives the number of expected events per time and scattering cross-section.
5Hermetic detectors cover the full solid angle
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1. Introduction

neutrinos, which have an interaction probability close to zero.
A magnetic field in the detector forces charged particles on a curved trajectory, which
allows for the determination of their momentum. In order to obtain a good measurement
of the curve radius, a high-resolution tool is required. The Inner Detector, which occupies
a radius of 1.15 m at a length of 7 m around the interaction point, serves this purpose.
It is composed of the Pixel Detector, which is the subject of this study, at the centre
followed by the Semiconductor Tracker and the Transition Radiation Tracker at the outer
regions. The ATLAS Pixel Detector consists of three layers of hybrid silicon detectors [3]
at average radii of 50.5 mm, 88.5 mm and 122.5 mm in the detector barrel and 3 disks in
the endcaps at a distance of 495 mm, 580 mm and 650 mm from the interaction point.
In order to compensate for the loss in efficiency due to radiation damage in the existing
detector layers, an additional detector layer, the Insertable B-Layer (IBL) [4], will be
added to the detector. The upgrade will be implemented during the next long shutdown
period of the LHC in 2013. Situated close to a new beam pipe with a reduced diameter of
47 mm [5], the IBL is expected to increase the tracking resolution.
The research done for this thesis is focussed on the verification of the properties of the
read-out electronics for the IBL. The first part refers to the digitization process of the
incoming data. The aim is to develop an automated strategy for finding the optimal fine
adjustment of the preamplifier feedback current. The second part deals with the timing
of the read-out chip. The requirements for assigning an event in the detector to the right
bunch crossing6 are explained here as well as the criteria to distinguish between in-time
hits and delayed hits.

6The collision of two proton bunches in the detector is called bunch crossing.
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2. The ATLAS Detector

The ATLAS Detector [2] (Figure 2.1) is composed of five different parts, each having a
special purpose in radiation detection: the Inner Detector, Electromagnetic Calorimeter,
Hardronic Calorimeter, Muon Spectrometer and the Magnet System.
The last consists of a solenoid around the Inner Detector and three toroidal coil systems,
two at the endcaps and one in the barrel of the detector. They provide a magnetic flux
density of about 2 Tesla in the Inner Detector and reach a magnetic field of about 4 Tesla
in the barrel and the endcaps. Due to this magnetic field, charged particles are forced on
a curved trajectory, which allows the determination of the particles’ momentum.
Calorimeters measure the radiation energy by generating particle showers. The distinc-
tion between electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters is based on the main interaction
mechanisms that induce the particle showers.
The Electromagnetic Calorimeter stops electrons and photons mainly by bremsstrahlung
and pairproduction processes (see Chapter 3.1.1). Lead plates induce the particle show-
ers, and liquid argon is used for the shower detection. Charged hadrons and muons leave
a slight signal in the Electromagnetic Calorimeter, but in general they are not stopped.
In the Hadronic Calorimeter all kinds of hadrons shower. Iron is used as shower material
whereas scintillators1 form the active part for particle detection.
Muons are the only type of particles that leave a signal in the region outside the calorime-
ters. The Muon Spectrometer is a tracking system developed to measure the momentum
of muons with a high resolution. The detection is done by gaseous detectors. The muon
chambers specify the dimensions of the ATLAS Detector, which is 44 m long and 25 m in
diameter.
In the central position lies the Inner Detector, which consists of three subsystems. The
Semiconductor Tracker is a microstrip device with four detector layers at radii of about
30 cm, 37 cm, 45 cm and 52 cm and nine disks in each endcap.
The outermost part of the Inner Detector is the Transition Radiation Tracker, a gaseous

1A scintillator emits a light signal that can be detected using a photomultiplier whenever a fast charged
particle passes through.
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2. The ATLAS Detector

Figure 2.1.: Computer generated image of the ATLAS Detector [6].

detector providing particle tracking at low costs but also with a lower resolution compared
to silicon detectors.
The innermost part of the detector is the Pixel Detector which is described in the following
chapter.
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3. The ATLAS Pixel Detector

The ATLAS Pixel Detector (Figure 3.1) is a hybrid semiconductor detector with silicon
sensors (see Sections 3.1 and 3.2). It has a cylindrical configuration coaxial to the beam
pipe. The barrel of the detector is built of three sensor layers at radii of 50.5 mm, 88.5 mm
and 122.5 mm [7] from the beam axis with a length of 801 mm. In total, it consists of 1 456
modules1, each with 46 080 pixels. The endcaps are made up of three disks at a distance
of 495 mm, 580 mm and 650 mm from the interaction point. Each disk is composed of 48
modules of the same type as those situated in the barrel.
All in all, the ATLAS Pixel Detector has 1744 modules resulting in 80 363 520 read-out
channels. It covers an active area of 1.73 m2 and it is able to detect particles up to a
pseudorapidity2 of |η| < 2.5.
The main task of the ATLAS Pixel Detector is the measurement of tracks of charged
particles with the highest possible spatial resolution. Finely segmented pixel sensors allow
for a precise reconstruction of vertices and a distinction between primary and secondary
decays.
Most of the pixels have a size of 50 µm × 400 µm. In the region between the read-out
chips of a module the pixels have a size of 50 µm × 600 µm.
To keep down influences on the particles trajectory due to multiple scattering (see Formula
3.5 in Chapter 3.1.1) the material budget is kept low.
The principles of semiconductor detectors and hybrid read-out technology are described
in the following chapters.

1A module is made of a silicon sensor equipped with 16 front-end chips for read-out and a module control
chip.

2The definition of the pseudorapidity is given by η = − ln
[
tan

(
θ
2

)]
, where θ denominates the polar angle

with the z-axis in beam direction.
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3. The ATLAS Pixel Detector

Figure 3.1.: Cutaway model of the ATLAS Pixel Detector [8].

3.1. Signal creation

3.1.1. Energy loss of charged particles in matter

A fast charged particle passing through matter interacts with its electrons. Thus the par-
ticle loses energy that is deposited in the interacting material. The medium amount of
energy loss is described by the Bethe formula [9]:

−

〈
dE
dx

〉
= Kz2ρ

Z
Aβ2

[
1
2

ln
(
2meγ

2v2Wmax

I2

)
− 2β2 − δ − 2

C
Z

]
, (3.1)

with

K = 2πNAre
2me

2c2 = 0.1535 MeVc2/g,
re the electron radius,
me the electron mass,
NA the Avogadro constant,
I the average ionization potential,
Z the atomic number,
A the atomic mass number,
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3.1. Signal creation

Figure 3.2.: Number of electron-hole pairs generated in a 300 µm thick silicon layer plot-
ted versus energy [10].

ρ the mass density of the medium,
z the charge of the traversing particle,
v the velocity of the traversing particle,
β = v/c,
γ = 1/

√
1 − β2 the Lorentz factor,

δ a density correction and
C a shell correction.

Usually the medium energy loss is normalized to the mass density of the medium, the
dimension of −

〈
dE
dx

〉
then becomes eV

g/cm2 . An example of the Bethe curve is shown in
Figure 3.2. The maximum energy that can be transferred in a central impact is given by

Wmax =
2mec2β2γ2

1 + 2me
M ·

√
1 + β2γ2 +

(
me
M

)
2
, (3.2)

where M denominates the mass of the incident particle. The Bethe formula gives the
medium deposition of energy which is subject to statistical fluctuations. The Landau dis-
tribution3 describes the probability that a certain amount of energy in a thin layer of matter
is deposited [11]. Since the distribution is not symmetric, the mean value is greater than

3The Landau distribution p(x) is defined by p(x) = 1
2πi

∫ c+i∞
c−i∞ es log s+xs ds.
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3. The ATLAS Pixel Detector

Figure 3.3.: Deposited charge of electrons with a momentum of p = 1, 5 MeV/c in a sili-
con detector in comparison to the Landau distribution (dashed line) [11].

the most probable value. In Figure 3.3 the theoretical Landau distribution is compared to
experimental data.
A particle with βγ ≈ 3 lies in the minimum of

〈
− dE

dx

〉
and is called minimum ionizing par-

ticle (MIP). As the curve of −
〈

dE
dx

〉
rises only slightly for βγ > 3 and in order to simplify

matters, all particles with βγ ≥ 3 can be considered to be MIPs.
The Bethe formula is valid for charged particles heavier than electrons. The dominating
process of energy loss in matter regarding electrons is the production of bremsstrahlung
in the electric field of an atomic nucleus. Electrons lose energy by emitting photons. If
their energy is sufficiently high, these photons can produce electron-positron-pairs. The
mean distance between the occurence of bremsstrahlung and pair production processes
is the radiation length X0. In an approximation the energy loss of an electron obeys the
following law [12]:

−

〈
dE
dx

〉
'

E
X0

[MeV/X0] . (3.3)
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3.1. Signal creation

The radiation length can be estimated by

X−1
0 = 32.2 · 10−28 · NAρα

Z(Z + 1)
A

ln
(

183
Z1/3

)
(3.4)

and depends on the mass density ρ as well as on the atomic number Z, the atomic mass
number A, the Avogadro constant NA and the fine-structure constant α = 1/137.
Due to Coulomb interactions with the atomic nuclei, the incident particles are deflected
from their initial direction of motion. After traversing a thickness L of material, the root
mean square deflection angle θrms – owing to multiple Coulomb scattering – is given by
the Rossi-Greisen equation [12]:

θrms =

√〈
θ2〉 =

√
4π
α

mec2z
vp

√
L
X0

, (3.5)

where v, p and z denominate the incident particle speed, momentum and charge in units
of e.

3.1.2. Charge generation in semiconductor detectors

Semiconductors and doping

A semiconductor is a crystalline material that at standard conditions behaves like an in-
sulator but under certain circumstances has conductor properties. These characteristics
can be explained on the basis of the energy band model from solid-state physics. It as-
sumes that the valence electrons4 are on an energy level called the valence band, where
they cannot move from one atom to another, whereas electrons in the more highly situated
conduction band can move through the solid body. Energy areas that are not covered by
existing energy bands are forbidden for electrons.
If the valence band and the conduction band share overlapping energy ranges, the elec-
trons can switch from the valence band to the conduction band, and the solid body turns
conductive. If there is an energy gap between valence band and conduction band, the
electrons cannot switch to the conduction band, consequently the solid body is an insu-
lator. Semiconductors have a small band gap (∼1.1 eV for silicon) between valence band
and conduction band. By supplying energy to the electrons (e.g. by heating the crystal)
they can be excited to the conduction band leaving a mobile hole in the valence band.

4In the shell model of atomic physics the term valence electron denominates electrons on the highest level
of potential energy in the ground state.
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3. The ATLAS Pixel Detector

These free electrons and holes can recombine, which in turn results in a reduction of the
semiconductor’s conductivity and a finite lifetime of these charge carriers.
There are two reasons for the movement of free charge carriers. Diffusion leads to an
undirected movement in order to equalize the distribution of charge carriers. Directed
movements are induced by external electric fields that accelerate the charge carriers un-
less an equilibrium between the electric force and collisions with crystal constituents is
reached.
The density of free charge carriers in a semiconductor can be increased by doping the
crystal with a small fraction of atoms with three or five valence electrons. Usually a semi-
conductor has four valence electrons, thus a doped crystal has an overflow of or a lack
of electrons compared to its typical structure. In case of n-type doping (n stands for the
negative charge of the additional electrons) the residual electrons are in the valence band,
rendering the crystal conductive. P-type (p stands for the positive charge of the missing
electron) doped semiconductors show a not completely occupied valence band. As these
holes in the valence band are mobile, they act as free charge carriers and give the semi-
conductor conductive characteristics.

The p-n-junction

A p-n-junction is an electronic component that conducts electric current in only one di-
rection. It consists of two semiconductors, one p-type doped and the other n-type doped,
that are directly connected to each other. The free charge carriers on both sides diffuse to
the respective opposite side of the junction, where they mainly recombine with contrary
charge carriers. This movement causes a counteracting electric field that comes to an
equilibrium with the diffusion process. As a consequence, the area around the junction is
nearly free of charge carriers.
Applying a positive voltage to the p-type side and a negative voltage to the n-type side
forces the electrons and holes to move to the respective other side of the junction. In
this constellation the p-n-junction functions as a conductor. If the polarity of the voltage
supply is inverted, the free charge carriers are forced to move to the ends of the semicon-
ductor, resulting in an expansion of the area free of charge carriers around the junction.
At a sufficiently high voltage the semiconductor is completely depleted. In the depletion
mode only a small leakage current flows through the p-n-juncion.

10



3.1. Signal creation

Moving charge and the Ramo theorem

If a charged particle penetrates a semiconductor, the deposited energy – according to the
Bethe formula – enables valence electrons to switch to the conduction band. But com-
pared to the number of charge carriers originating from doping and thermal excitation,
the amount of newly generated charge carriers is slight and their lifetime is small due to
recombination. Thus, for the detection of charged particles completely depleted semicon-
ductors are used. Here, the generated charge carriers do not recombine and thus they are
well detectable. The field that depletes the semiconductor also accelerates the generated
charge carriers to the electrodes where they can be detected.
Such a semiconductor, surrounded by two metal contacts, can be considered as a capac-
itor, charged by the external bias voltage. The generated charge should be detectable as
soon as it reaches the metal contacts. The drift velocity ve/h of the electrons and holes is
given by

ve/h = µe/h
Vb

d
, µe >> µh (3.6)

with Vb the bias voltage and d the thickness of the diode. The mobility µ is much greater
for electrons than for holes, thus in general the electrons reach the electrode earlier than
the holes.
But according to Ramo’s theorem [11] a signal is detectable before the charge reaches the
electrodes. Since moving electric charges cause a varying density of electrical flux on the
electrodes, the charge induced on the electrodes is not constant in time and an electrical
current is created. The time integral of this current is equal to the overall charge gener-
ated in the sensor and in the end leads to the same result as the classical assumption on a
capacitor.

3.1.3. Radiation damage

Radiation damage does not only act on the electrons of the sensor material but also on
the atomic nuclei, changing the properties of the atomic lattice of the semiconductor [9].
Different types of defects cause a loss in quality of the semiconductor. Most of the de-
fects are not permanent. Interstitials and vacancies in the atomic lattice are mobile and
can recombine.
The most common effects of radiation damage are generation-recombination centres, trap-
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3. The ATLAS Pixel Detector

ping centres, and the type-inversion. In generation-recombination centres, an elevated rate
of electron-hole pair generation and annihilation exists. They reduce the mean life time
of free charge carriers and increase the leakage current in depletion mode. Both effects
reduce the quality of the signal obtained from the sensor and lead to an increased noise
level.
Trapping centres stop charge carriers and release them with a delay (which is usually
much longer than the drift time to the end of the sensor), thereby decreasing the signal
according to Ramo’s theorem.
The type inversion describes the generation of electron acceptors in the semiconductor.
Thus the effective doping concentration of an originally n-type semiconductor can switch
to p-type. As a consequence the voltage needed for a full depletion increases. When the
depletion voltage reaches the breakdown voltage, the sensor cannot be completely de-
pleted anymore, thus the depletion zone disposable for the particle detection and also the
obtained signal decrease.

3.2. Hybrid detectors

Modern semiconductor pixel detectors are so-called hybrid detectors [9, 10]. They include
a sensor for the charge generation and separate read-out electronics. The semiconductor
sensor can be segmented in pixels of a size down to ∼50 µm × 50 µm, the thickness is in
the order of 250 µm.
The read-out electronics are located in a front-end chip (FE) that is segmented in the
same way as the sensor. Every pixel of the front-end chip provides the same electronics,
in general signal amplification, noise discrimination, digitization and buffering for a later
read-out.
To get a hybrid module, the sensor and the front-end chip are connected via bump-
bonding. Small solder bumps provide the connection between the sensor pixel and the
contact area on the front-end chip. The depletion voltage is applied on the non-segmented
backplane of the sensor, so that the side of the front-end chip is grounded.
If the sensor is larger than the front-end chip, it can be equipped with multiple front-end
chips. In this case, usually an additional module control chip (MCC) is added to the
configuration that handles the communication to and from the FE. The configuration of
the FE and the trigger5 distribution is done by the MCC as well as the read-out of the

5A trigger decides on a small set of information whether an event is relevant or not and - if necessary -
requests the read-out of further data.
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3.3. The Insertable B-Layer

requested data and a first processing.

3.3. The Insertable B-Layer

The ATLAS Detector is expected to collect about 300 fb−1 of data by 2018 [13]. The re-
sulting radiation on the innermost detector parts will cause damages in the semiconductor
structure that lead to a significant decrease of signal quality and finally to the failure of
the detector. A replacement of damaged detector components is therefore necessary to
keep up the detector tracking performance.
In 2013, the LHC will be shut down for maintenance and upgrade operations. During this
period a new barrel layer of hybrid detector modules will be inserted into the ATLAS Pixel
Detector. This "Insertable B-Layer" (IBL) [5] will be placed between a new beam pipe
with a reduced diameter of 47 mm and the existing B-Layer at a radius of 50.5 mm. 14 ar-
rays of 32 front-end chips each form a barrel of 643 mm length covering a pseudorapidity
range up to |η| < 3. In functional interaction with the three existing Pixel Detector layers,
the tracking and b-tagging efficiency will increase. The short distance of just 34 mm from
the beam axis imposes high demands on the radiation hardness.
The IBL sensors are designed with a pixel size of 50 µm × 250 µm and allow for a better
resolution in z-direction than the current sensors.

3.3.1. The FE-I4 chip

With the reduced distance from the beam pipe and a luminosity that is expected to exceed6

2 · 1034 cm−2s−1 the current read-out chip front-end I3 (FE-I3) would not be able to pro-
cess the expected hit rate. Therefore a new chip, the FE-I4 [14, 15] has been developed.
It supports the parallel read-out of 80 × 336 pixels. The circuit diagram of the in-pixel
electronics is shown in Figure 3.4.
The sensor is connected via bump bonding to the pad indicated as Qin. A charge sensitive
amplifier (Preamp and Cf1) creates an output voltage that is proportional to the collected
charge and inversely proportional to the feedback capacitor Cf1 [11]. After amplifying
the signal caused by a charged particle, the amplifier has to be reset by discharging the
capacitor Cf1 until the output voltage returns to zero. This is achieved by a constant feed-

6In the High Luminosity Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC) upgrade after 2020 [4].
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3. The ATLAS Pixel Detector

Figure 3.4.: Amplifier and discriminator circuit of the FE-I4 [14].

back current (feedbox). The first amplifier is followed by another one (Amp2 and Cf2) and
subsequently a discriminator for noise suppression fires whenever the amplified signal
exceeds a predefined threshold. In Figure 3.5 the resulting signals are sketched.
The rise time that is necessary to charge the feedback capacitor Cf1 is independent of the
signal amplitude but significantly different from zero. This causes the triangle-shaped
output signal. The pitch of the descending edge is constant and depends on the feedback
current.
A specific characteristic of the FE-I4 is linked to the constant signal rise time. The "time-
walk effect" is most notable at small amounts of charge. As Figure 3.5 shows, the dis-
criminator’s rising edge delays much more when small charges are received. If the charge
is small compared to the threshold, the rising edge of the discriminator moves to the time
window of the following bunch crossing. Consequently, these hits are allocated to the
wrong event. The minimum charge that leads to a time-walk < 25 ns and therefore does
not lead to misassignment is called "in-time threshold".
The digitization of charge information is done by utilizing the discriminator output signal.
In a rough approximation (see Equation 5.1) the time span during which the discriminator
is active is proportional to the charge collected in the detector. This time is called "time
over threshold" (ToT) and is measured in units of 25 ns7. For a later read-out the digitized
information is stored in a 4-bit word in a register together with the time at which the event

725 ns is the distance of two proton bunch crossings at the LHC, corresponding to a bunch crossing
frequency of 40 MHz.
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preamp. out

time

rise time

threshold

disc. out

time-walk

Figure 3.5.: The operating principle of the discriminator and the time-walk effect at dif-
ferent amounts of charge.

occurred. 14 of the 16 register values are used to encode the ToT. Hits that exceed a ToT
of 13 are treated like hits with a ToT of 13. The two remaining values are reserved for
special purposes. This data is only forwarded if requested by an external trigger, other-
wise it is automatically deleted after a certain time has elapsed. This procedure reduces
the amount of data processed and moved through the detector, therefore it leads to a lower
power consumption and thus also to a lower cooling effort.
On the FE-I4 chip several features are implemented for tuning and adjustment of the chip
behaviour. Functions like the discriminator threshold and the amplifier feedback current
can be influenced by various parameters. The relevant parameters are explained in the
following section.
For chip testing and calibration the FE-I4 provides two methods to introduce artificially
generated signals in the amplification and digitization part of the electronics.
For testing of the digital part, a signal can be injected at the discriminator output in order
to examine the digitization, the correct storage and read-out.
In order to test the analogue part, the capacitors Cinj1 and Cinj2 can be charged by the volt-
age Vcal. By closing the switches Inj0 and/or Inj1 (they can be activated independently)
the capacitor discharges through the amplifier whose output is processed by the discrimi-
nator. Thus the signal is processed like a charge collected from a connected silicon sensor.
The moment of injection is controlled by the "strobe" signal.
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3. The ATLAS Pixel Detector

3.3.2. Important parameters and functions of the FE-I4

All parameters of the FE-I4 are regulated by DACs8 of different bit-lengths.
As mentioned before, Vcal is the voltage applied to the capacitors for test charge injec-
tion. One digital step in the 10-bit register PlsrDAC results in an increase of Vcal of
∼1.5 mV, the exact value has to be measured with an external voltmeter. The test ca-
pacitors have the values Cinj1 = 1.9 fF and Cinj2 = 3.9 fF. If used together, due to the
capacitance of the conducting tracks, the capacitance is not equal to the sum of Cinj1 and
Cinj2: Cinj1 & Cinj2 = 5.7 fF.
The discriminator threshold can be modified by three different parameters,
Vthin_AltCoarse, Vthin_AltFine and TDAC. The first two of these set the global threshold
for all pixels. TDAC is a 5-bit in-pixel correction for the fine tuning of the threshold.
In-pixel means that the value can be set for every pixel individually. This correction is
necessary because of the inhomogeneous chip characteristics resulting from fabrication
fluctuations.
Three different parameters control the preamplifier feedback current. PrmpVbpf (8-bit)
sets the global feedback current, while FDAC (4-bit) is for the in-pixel fine tuning. Addi-
tionally the parameter FdacVbn (8-bit) varies the step size of the FDAC correction.

8Digital-to-analogue converter
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4. The measurement setup

4.1. The USBpix test system

The USBpix test system [16] is a compact USB-based test system. It supports testing of
FE-I3 and FE-I4 read-out chips. Both hardware and software are designed modularly. A
schematic sketch of the test system is shown in Figure 4.1. The hardware used is depicted
in Figure 4.2. It is composed of a Multi-IO board, an adapter card and a single chip
support card.

Figure 4.1.: Schematic overview of the USBpix hardware and software [16].
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4. The measurement setup

Figure 4.2.: The utilized hardware.

The Multi-IO board provides a USB micro controller and an FPGA1 that histograms data
and stores it in an SRAM2. The scan routines are controlled by the USB micro controller.
Therefore, the communication to the PC during the scan is kept low and the scan time is
abbreviated.
The Multi-IO board is connected to an adapter card which converts the signal via LVDS3

transmitters or CMOS4 level shifters to a 50 pin connector together with the power supply.
An incoming voltage of 2.0 V is converted to 1.2 V for the digital part and 1.5 V for the
analogue part of the front-end electronics. A ribbon cable establishes the connection to
the single chip support card that carries the front-end chip (I3 or I4). For chips connected
to a sensor a depletion voltage can be applied via a LEMO 00 connector.
The graphical user interface software utilized is STcontrol. This program provides the
settings of the scan configuration and automated analysis with graphic representation of

1Field-Programmable Gate Array
2Static Random-Access Memory
3Low-Voltage Differential Signaling
4Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor
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4.2. Calibration of the chip before the analysis

Figure 4.3.: Vcal vs. PlsrDAC

the obtained data. Scan routines with loops over up to three different parameters as well
as predifined scan types can be initialized by STcontrol. The chip configuration can be
stored and loaded automatically.

4.2. Calibration of the chip before the analysis

To determine the exact correlation between PlsrDAC and Vcal the voltage applied on the
capacitors for test charge injection was measured by an external voltmeter. The data points
are plotted in a graph with the corresponding PlsrDAC value on the abscissa (see Figure
4.3). For high PlrsDAC values the voltage reaches a saturation value. A linear regression
on the straight part of the data points gives ∆Vcal/PlsrDAC step = 1.495 mV. This value
is saved in the chip configuration as VCAL grad.. It allows for a precise estimation of the
charge injected by the capacitors.
Since the chip is connected to a sensor, to avoid influences of the sensor on the charge
injected into the electronics, the sensor has to be depleted by an external voltage. An
undepleted sensor would establish a connection between adjacent pixels thus falsifying
the signal that is read out. Furthermore, the capacity of a depleted sensor is lower. The
depletion voltage applied in this analysis is 100 V.
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4. The measurement setup

The discriminator threshold is tuned automatically to a constant value for all pixels in
order to have a gauged discriminator response.

4.3. Information on the chip used for the analysis

For the analysis an FE-I4A was used, where the "A" stands for the first version that was
fabricated (for a detailed description see [14]). In the first and last columns of this chip
generation different electronics than on the rest of the chip were implemented. Since these
parts do not operate satisfactorily, they will not be carried over to the final version of the
FE-I4. Therefore, for this analysis the double-columns 1, 2, 39 and 40 have always been
deactivated.
The pixels with the following coordinates (column, row) are known to be broken: (44-45,
278-279), (49, 234), (54, 59), (39, 121). The pixels (23-30, 0), (35-42, 0) and (47-54, 0)
are out of work for technical reasons.
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5. Development of a

PrmpVbpf-FdacVbn tuning

The time over threshold (ToT) is subject to many input parameters. It depends on the
input charge of the preamplifier, the threshold of the discriminator and the preamplifier
feedback current.
The front-end chip should be tuned to have a uniform response to a standardized input.
Due to the small range of the ToT (only 14 different values), a balanced decision must be
taken between the possibility of choosing a high resolution on small amounts of charge
(and losing the information at large charges because of overflow) or a low resolution
including also high-charge impacts. At this point, it must be taken into account that, ac-
cording to the Landau distribution (see Chapter 3.1.1), large deposited charges are very
improbable.
The purpose of this chapter is to present an automated and fast-working strategy to tune
the chip in such a way that a pre-specified charge quantity results in a chosen ToT re-
sponse.
Since the discriminator threshold is usually chosen as low as possible – depending on the
detector noise – it can be disregarded in this analysis. It is merely necessary to tune all
pixels of the chip to the same threshold. Throughout the examination, a threshold of 3 000
electrons was applied.
As the input charge and the resulting ToT are given parameters, it is necessary to find
the best combination of the parameters PrmpVbpf, FdacVbn and FDAC (which control
the feedback current) for the optimization. Since 8 bit × 8 bit × 4 bit corresponds to
220 = 1 048 576 combinations, it is evidently impossible to scan all these combinations
picking the best one at the end. Therefore, a method that works with substantially less
input data is required.
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5. Development of a PrmpVbpf-FdacVbn tuning

Figure 5.1.: Typical ToT distribution with
untuned TDAC.

Figure 5.2.: The overflow peak at ToT =

13.

5.1. ToT verification scans

In the following analysis mainly data obtained from so-called "ToT verification scans"
was used. In this kind of scan, a predefined amount of charge from the test charge capac-
itors is injected in the amplifier-discriminator circuit and the resulting ToT is recorded.
The ToT is always given in units of 25 ns. In other words, a ToT of 1 corresponds to
25 ns, a ToT of 5 corresponds to 125 ns.
During the first measurement series, in order to get a precise determination of the average
ToT, the procedure was repeated 200 times for every pixel. In the later measurements
this number was progressively reduced to 25 repetitions without any loss in precision. In
Figure 5.1 the resulting distribution of ToT on the chip is shown.
Two data sets were taken, one with 20 000 electrons injected and the other with 10 000
electrons injected. The following discussion refers to the measurement with 20 000 elec-
trons, the most meaningful results for 10 000 electrons can be found in Appendix A.
The peaks shown in the histogram in the central part of Figure 5.1 derive from the av-
eraging process. Usually a pixel gives the same integral ToT value in case of the same
charge. Thus the average ToT also amounts to the same integral value. Where the falling
edge of the discriminator signal is close to the boundary between two 25 ns blocks, pixels
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Figure 5.3.: The average ToT at different configurations of the feedback current
parameters.

in some cases may be assigned to the longer and in some cases to the shorter ToT, thus
resulting in a non-integral average ToT. Since such constellations are not very likely, most
of the pixels have an integral average ToT value. Hence the ToT distribution shows peaks
at integral numbers. The peak at ToT = 0 is caused by the deactivated columns that do
not return any read-out data.
The overall arithmetic mean is stored in graphs like those in Figure 5.3 in order to have
an overview on the effects of the parameters FDAC, PrmpVbpf and FdacVbn. Due to the
large quantity of data points, the errors are small (σToT/ToT . 2 · 10−3) and the errorbars
are overlaid by the markers.
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5. Development of a PrmpVbpf-FdacVbn tuning

5.2. The change in ToT with reference to FDAC and

FdacVbn

From the plots in Figure 5.3, the basic assumption, viz., that the feedback current in-
creases with increasing FDAC, PrmpVbpf and FdacVbn and thus the ToT decreases, can
be confirmed.
As a consequence of the fact that FdacVbn gives the FDAC step size, the change of ToT
(δToT) could be expected to be constant in FDAC. But a graphical representation (see
Figure 5.4) of the decrease of the ToT shows that δToT depends much more on FDAC

than on FdacVbn. Especially at high FDAC values, a systematical behaviour of the data
points cannot be identified. Therefore, this approach was not followed.
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Figure 5.4.: The change in ToT in different regions of FdacVbn.
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5.3. Analytical approach to describe the ToT

Starting from the assumption that the feedback current depends on FDAC and PrmpVbpf

while FdacVbn is the FDAC step size, the feedback current I should obey the following
equation:

I ∝ PrmpVbpf︸      ︷︷      ︸
=:P

+ FdacVbn︸    ︷︷    ︸
=:F

·FDAC︸︷︷︸
=:x

. (5.1)

For reasons of simplification, the parameters will be replaced by x, P and F in formulas.
In an approximation for high charge quantities, the time-walk effect can be neglected and
the rising edge of the preamplifier output signal is assumed to be vertical. Thus the time
over threshold is given by
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Figure 5.5.: The average measured ToT and the fit function f (x).
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5. Development of a PrmpVbpf-FdacVbn tuning

ToT =
Q − Qthresh

I
=

Q′

I
=

Q′

P + F · x
(5.2)

=
Q′/F

P/F + x
=

a
b + x

= f (x)

with a = Q′/F and b = P/F.
The determined function for the ToT estimation fits very well to the data (see Figure 5.5).
Data points with ToT > 11 were not taken into account because of overflow effects. As
Figure 5.2 shows, already at an average ToT of 11 a significantly high overflow is collected
in the bin at ToT = 13, thus biasing the average value. Moreover, only the first data
point with ToT < 1 is utilized to fit the function while all following points are discarded
(the second criterion is only met in the measurement series with 10 000 electrons, see
Appendix A). The average ToT tends to zero much faster than the fit function in this
region.
The fit parameter a = Q′/F should not change for all graphs with the same FdacVbn

value. Furthermore, a should decrease hyperbolically when plotted against FdacVbn and
it should be independent of PrmpVbpf. In Figure 5.6 a is plotted versus FdacVbn. The
function fitted to the data is

fa(F) =
k0

F − k1
+ k2 (5.3)
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Figure 5.6.: fa(F) fitted to the parameter a obtained from the fits in Figure 5.5.

The errors on the fit are very small, σki/ki < 10−5 in this example. The higher dispersion
at PrmpVbpf = 25 derives from the overflow effects and the resulting lower number of
data points fitted.
The parameter b is expected to be linear in PrmpVbpf and inversely proportional to
FdacVbn. The plots in Figure 5.7 demonstrate that the dependency on two variables
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Figure 5.8.: The parameters of the functions f 1
b (P) and f 1

b (F) obtained from the fits in
Figure 5.7.

causes higher inaccuracies. The absolute errors are of about 0.02 for the data points at
FdacVbn = 20 and smaller than 0.01 for the other data sets. The data points in the plots
are fitted to a function f 1

b (P) (left side) and f 2
b (F) (right side):

f 1
b (P) = m · P + n , f 2

b (F) =
p0

F − p1
, (5.4)

with m, n, p0 and p1 as free parameters. For the data set PrmpVbpf = 25 the fit did not
converge adequately. Furthermore, the data set of FdacVbn = 20 cannot be confirmed
to be linear in PrmpVbpf. In Figure 5.8 the parameters of f 1

b (P) and f 2
b (F) are depicted.

While m (representing 1/FdacVbn) fits to a hyperbola, the linearity of p0 (representing
PrmpVbpf ) cannot be confirmed, more data points would be required to make a clear de-
cision. The parameters n and p1 can be considered as an offset which should be constant.
As the present plots show that this is not the case, a precise mathematical link between
PrmpVbpf, FdacVbn and the fit parameter b cannot be established. For this reason, no
further study on the linearity of p0 was conducted.
Although the parameter b is subject to higher fluctuations and a precise relation between
b and the chip parameters cannot be found, the function f (x) fits well to the data.
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Figure 5.9.: Example for the choice of ToT0 and ∆ToT.

5.4. Determination of the best parameter configuration

As the plot in Figure 5.9 demonstrates, the slope of the ToT curve is very steep for small
FDAC values. In this region the ToT decreases by more than 1 ToT unit per FDAC step.
Since FDAC should be used to calibrate the ToT, such big ToT steps are not desired
because of the risk that the target ToT cannot be reached. In other words, the resulting
ToT for a certain FDAC may be too long by one ToT unit and the resulting ToT at FDAC

increased by one may already be too short by one ToT unit. This scenario must be avoided
and thus a cut for the useful FDAC values must be made at FDAC ∼ 3 − 4.
As shown before, the function

ToT = f (x) =
a

b + x

is suitable to describe the dependency of the ToT on FDAC. The dependence on two pa-
rameters implies that only two points of the curve must be fixed to specify the function
parameters.
The desired ToT (ToT0) and the ToT range over which it should be possible to shift the
ToT (∆ToT) together with the minimum and maximum suitable FDAC value are the con-
ditions to the desired function. ToT0 lies in the middle of the ∆ToT range. The maximum
FDAC (xmax) is 15, the minimum (xmin) is 3 or 4. Thus, the parameters a and b are given
by
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a = (xmin − xmax)
 1
ToT0 −

1
2∆ToT

−
1

ToT0 + 1
2∆ToT

 (5.5)

b =
ToT0

∆ToT
(xmax − xmin) −

xmax + xmin

2
(5.6)

with the conditions

f (xmin) = ToT +
∆ToT

2
, f (xmax) = ToT −

∆ToT
2

. (5.7)

Certainly not every combination of ToT0 and ∆ToT can be realized, the parameters a and
b must always be in the range that is given by the plots in Figure 5.6 and 5.7 (here ∼15 -
80 for a and ∼0 - 4.5 for b). ∆ToT should be chosen large, in order to have a wide range
for the tuning. But if it is too large, the slope of the curve may become too steep at small
FDAC and thus the spacing in ToT may become too wide. Therefore a balance must be
struck between a large ∆ToT and small steps in ToT.
Once the desired parameters a and b have been determined, they can be compared to the
parameters a and b obtained from the fit to the data.
The fit function in Figure 5.6 allows for the determination of the desired FdacVbn value.
The inverse fit function gives the desired FdacVbn value for a fixed a.
The determination of PrmpVbpf is more difficult because it depends on two variables. As
seen above, an analytical description for b depending on PrmpVbpf and FdacVbn cannot
be infered. But FdacVbn is already known. Thus, by taking another set of measurements
at fixed FdacVbn and different PrmpVbpf values the dependence of b can be reduced
to only one parameter. The parameter b of these additional data sets is plotted versus
PrmpVbpf in Figure 5.10. From a linear fit to this data the corresponding PrmpVbpf for
a fixed b can be derived.
With the knowledge of the two parameters PrmpfVbpf and FdacVbn an existing FDAC

tuning routine is started that brings all pixels to the desired ToT. As an example a tuning
with the taken data sets (Figure 5.5) for 20 000 electrons to ToT = 6 and ToT = 8 was
realized. For the resulting ToT distribution after the FDAC tuning see Figure 5.11. The
higher dispersion at a target ToT of 8 may be a consequence of the larger ToT step sizes
at the chosen combination of ToT0 and ∆ToT.
For the result of a tuning with 10 000 electrons see Figure A.5 in Appendix A.
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Figure 5.10.: The parameter b with the fit for the determination of PrmpVbpf. The target
ToT is 6 (left) and 8 (right).

Figure 5.11.: ToT distribution for 20 000 electrons after a tuning to a ToT 6 (left) or 8
(right).
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5. Development of a PrmpVbpf-FdacVbn tuning

5.5. Estimation of the scan-time

In the conducted analysis, data points at five different values for PrmpVbpf and FdacVbn

and for seven different FDAC values were taken. In order to have a good fit of the para-
meters a and b, the number of PrmpVbpf and FdacVbn data points should not be reduced.
For FDAC, five different data points would be enough for a good fit of f (x), since the
errors of a and b are very small. For a rough estimation of the scan time, two complete
scans with ten injections in every pixel were realized. Since 10 injection × 26 880 pixels
are 268 800 data points, the resulting mean value is still very accurate. Five different
values for PrmpVbpf and FdacVbn were chosen. For FDAC, seven different values were
scanned in the first run and five in the second run. The resulting scan time is 38.5 min in
the first run and 26.5 min in the second run. Adding 20% of the scan time to approximate
the duration of the extra scan for the determination of b, the overall scan time is roughly
46 min and 32 min. The runtime of the fitting routines is only a few seconds and can be
neglected.
Additionally, 3.5 min must be added for the FDAC tuning, to get the time of a complete
feedback current tuning.
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6. Time-walk and in-time threshold

Since the time-walk effect cannot be eliminated, it must be taken into account in the
further signal processing. The following sections will give an overview of the methods
used to characterize the time-walk and how the in-time threshold is determined.

6.1. t0-Scan

The t0-scan is a routine that prepares the FE configuration for a subsequent time-walk
measurement or in-time threshold scan. For this scan a test charge is injected to the
preamplifier. The test charge is chosen much higher than the threshold to be sure that the
time-walk is negligible. The varying parameters in this scan are Strobe delay and Trigger

delay. The Strobe delay shifts the strobe signal in steps of ∼1 ns forwards in time, the
Trigger delay shifts the trigger signal for the read-out of the chip by 25 ns. The preset
scan configuration in the STcontrol software shifts the Strobe delay over the whole 6-bit
range from 0 to 63, the Trigger delay is shifted from 55 to 58 (this is the convenient time
window for a readout). The injection procedure is repeated 25 times for every pixel. For
every injection it is recorded whether a hit was registered or not. Hits are only registered
if the rising edge of the discriminator signal falls within the time interval that is requested
by the trigger. From the obtained data, graphs like the one in Figure 6.1 are automatically
created.
The interesting part of the obtained data is the rising edge of the hit occupancy. The point
where the hit occupancy reaches half of the maximum is considered to be the threshold
for registering an event in this trigger interval. Assuming that the hit occupancy at the
rising edge has the shape of an "S-curve" [17], the following function can be fitted to the
data points:

A
2
· Erfc

( x − xthresh

B

)
, (6.1)
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6. Time-walk and in-time threshold

Figure 6.1.: Occupancy in a t0-scan for the pixel in column 45 and row 168 at a trigger
delay of 56.

where A denominates the maximum occupancy, Erfc(x) is the complementary error func-
tion1, x corresponds to the Strobe delay, xthresh to the 50% occupancy point and B is a
noise-related smoothing of the S-curve’s edge.
Most of the data sets (∼ 90%) fit to the function, thus xthresh can be determined from the fit
parameters. But in some constellations the fit does not converge satisfactorily. An inves-
tigation on the data sets that do not fit reveals that, first of all, graphs without intermediate
data points or with two symmetrically arranged intermediate data points are involved.
For these graphs an alternative routine for the determination of the Strobe delay threshold
was implemented by fitting a linear function to the rising edge. The point where this func-
tion crosses half the maximum value is then considered to be the Strobe delay threshold.
The resulting threshold of a t0-scan with and without the alternative fit routine imple-
mented can be compared in Figure 6.2. To abbreviate the scan time, only one pixel out of
six is read out since this sample is still large enough. While on the left side several pixel
in the zigzag-strip pattern2are missing, on the right side all pixels have a correct threshold
value (except for inactive and broken pixels).
From the results of the t0-scan the best Trigger delay and the Delay cal. value are auto-
matically calculated. The Delay cal. value gives an exact step size of Strobe delay in ns,
that lies close to 1 ns. It is calculated by comparing the position of the rising edge of the
occupancy in data sets with different Trigger delay settings. These two parameters are
automatically written into the module configuration and allow for subsequent time-walk
and in-time threshold scans.

1Erfc(x) = 2
√
π

∫ ∞
x e−τ

2
dτ

2This pattern is a consequence of the applied read-out mask.
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6.1. t0-Scan

Figure 6.2.: Strobe delay position of the rising edge from a t0-scan without (left) and with
(right) the alternative fit routine at Trigger delay = 57.
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6. Time-walk and in-time threshold

6.2. Time-walk measurement

The time-walk measurement is a scan routine that automatically determines the time-walk
at different amounts of charge. A prerequisite to this scan is a previous t0-scan to deter-
mine the optimal Trigger delay and the Delay cal. value.
In the inner scan loop the Strobe delay is shifted from 0 to 63. In the outer scan loop
Vcal is increased in 25 steps from 70 to 1000. For every amount of charge the resulting
maximum Strobe delay is calculated as described above.
The graph in Figure 6.3 shows the maximum Strobe delay at which the signal is still de-
tected. At large amounts of charge (PlsrDAC > 400), the rising edge of the preamplifier
output is nearly vertical and the time-walk tends to zero. Therefore, the curve tends to-
wards a limiting value. The time-walk is given by the delay difference to the maximum
delay. The saturation effects of Vcal at high PlsrDAC (& 800) values do not seem to have
any effect on the time-walk.
During the analysis, it became apparent that the Trigger delay chosen by the t0-scan rou-
tine is not automatically suitable for the time-walk analysis. The trigger signal is sent
too early for a measurement of large time-walks at small amounts of charge (see Figure
6.4). As a result, the lower part of the curve for PlsrDAC < 100 (corresponding to ∼5300
electrons) is cut off. Therefore, the critera for the selection of the Trigger delay must be
revised. Figure 6.3 shows the graph for the measurement with a Trigger delay increased
manually by 1.

Figure 6.3.: Time-walk measurement
with the corrected Trigger de-

lay. The unit of the delay is
ns.

Figure 6.4.: Time-walk measurement
with the Trigger delay chosen
by the t0-scan routine. The
unit of the delay is ns.
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6.3. In-time threshold

6.3. In-time threshold

The in-time threshold is the amount of charge that causes a time-walk of 25 ns. To be
on the safe side, the in-time threshold is defined as the charge that causes a time-walk of
20 ns [17].

Figure 6.5.: Distribution of the in-time threshold, for details see text.
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6. Time-walk and in-time threshold

For an in-time threshold scan the Strobe delay is set to the threshold value obtained from
the t0-scan minus 20 ns. Then PlsrDAC is increased from 0 to 200 registering if the signal
is recorded at the corresponding trigger delay. For every pixel 100 measurements at each
PlsrDAC value are taken. For a time-walk > 20 ns the signal is assigned to the next bunch
crossing. Thus, the determined threshold gives the amount of charge at which the signal
is detected in time by the discriminator.
The in-time threshold at a global threshold of 3 000 electrons with PrmpVbpf = 20,
FdacVbn = 50 and FDAC = 7 is shown in Figure 6.5. Since FDAC was not tuned in
this measurement, the feedback current is not constant for all pixels. Due to time con-
straints, it was not possible to examine if a tuned feedback current reduces the dispersion
of the in-time threshold.
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7. Summary and Outlook

7.1. PrmpVbpf -FdacVbn tuning

A function that is suitable to describe the dependence of the ToT on FDAC could be found
during this analysis. Also the dependence on FdacVbn can be determined very accurately
by this function. But for an automated determination of PrmpVbpf, due to the higher
dispersion of the fit parameter b, an additional measurement, which increases the overall
scan time by 20%, is inevitable. Nevertheless, a scan time of 32 min is still reasonable.
The tunings of 20 000 electrons to a target ToT of 6 and 8 (and the tuning of 10 000 elec-
trons to a target ToT of 6, see Figure A.5) were successful. The response of the chip is
nearly homogeneous and the outliers are accumulated close to the target ToT.
But for a verification of this tuning strategy, more measurements must be taken. In the
context of this thesis project, due to the limited time frame, it was not possible to im-
plement the developed tuning strategy in an automated USBpix scan routine. Since the
"hand made" acquisition of the data for the tuning takes ∼2 hours for a single tuning an
automated tuning is indispensable for a thorough validation.
Further examinations are required, especially at charges close to the discriminator thresh-
old and at extreme target ToTs close to 0 or 13. Also the tuning quality at the minimum
and maximum of the PrmpVbpf and FdacVbn range must be verified.

7.2. Time-walk and in-time threshold

The determination of the rising edge of the occupancy in a t0-scan was completed by
introducing an alternative fit routine, which is based on a linear fit. This allows for a
correct determination of the Strobe delay threshold for all data sets that cannot be fitted
satisfactorily with an S-curve.
The data obtained from the time-walk measurement shows the expected rising curve that
tends to a limit at high charges. Furthermore, it reveals that the criteria for the best Trigger

delay in the t0-scan must be revised, because the automatically chosen Trigger delay does
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7. Summary and Outlook

not offer a sufficiently wide range for the Strobe delay.
The measurement of the in-time threshold works properly, but for the characterization of
the in-time threshold, more measurements at a tuned feedback current are required.
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A. Appendix

A.1. Measurement series with 10 000 electrons
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Figure A.1.: The average ToT measured and the fit function f (x).
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Figure A.2.: fa fitted to the parameter a obtained from the fits in Figure A.1.
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Figure A.3.: The parameter b obtained from the fits in Figure A.1 compared to the fit
functions f 1

b (P) and f 2
b (F). At PrmpVbpf = 25 and 75 the fit with f 2

b (F) did
not converge.
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A.1. Measurement series with 10 000 electrons
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Figure A.4.: The parameter b with the fit for the determination of PrmpVbpf. The target
ToT is 6.
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A. Appendix

Figure A.5.: ToT distribution for 10 000 electrons after a tuning to a ToT of 6.
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